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  - Leader: $O(n)$
  - Followers: $O(n)$

**Distinguished Learner**
- Message complexity:
  - Leader: $O(n)$
  - Followers: $O(1)$

Message complexity proportional to the number of replicas

Guarantees safety in an asynchronous network
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- Message complexity:
  - All replicas: $O(1)$

However, it has its limitations…
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Replicas: 10
Fault-tolerance: 2
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Asynchronous decision propagation to consensus replicas
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Replicas cannot change view individually!
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- Most consensus solutions overlook membership management

- Often assume that using an external coordinator service (e.g. ZooKeeper) is trivial and the best solution

- This is not the case:
  - Fault-tolerance becomes complex
  - Complex (and redundant) integration with consensus
  - More vulnerable to partial network partitions¹

Motivation: Membership Management
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Partition between consensus replicas
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System will halt until partition is healed
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• Going beyond existing solutions:
  o **Maximizing throughput** of both read and write operations
  o Providing **local linearizable reads** in any replica
  o **Integrated reconfiguration** and fault-tolerance
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• ChainPaxos
  o Writing (commits + garbage collection)
  o Local Linearizable Reads
  o Reconfiguration

• Evaluation
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Encapsulate multiple Multi-Paxos messages
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+ accept ok
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Red operation will “push” every pending operation and ack
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Response must:
- Contain all completed writes
- Contain all completed reads (■)
Local Linearizable Reads: Summary

- Read is dilated to guarantee linearizability:
  - Ensures all previously **completed reads and writes** are visible

- **No additional communication** steps are required
  - More **conservative** than required, but **unavoidable without coordination**

- Only possible due to **chain topology**
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Removal requests are handled like regular operations
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ChainPaxos: Summary

- Aggregates **Multi-Paxos messages for correction**
- **Minimizes communication cost** for write operations
- Provides **local linearizable reads** in any replica
  - With no additional communication
- **Integrated reconfiguration** and fault-tolerance
  - Avoiding external coordination services
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Evaluation: Goals

- How does ChainPaxos' **performance** compare against the state-of-the-art?
- What is the **latency overhead** of the chain?
- How much do **local reads** improve on the performance?
- Is ChainPaxos adequate to be used in a **practical setting**?
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Varying:
- Number of consensus replicas (3, 5, 7)
- Load on the system (YCSB clients)
- Workload (read/write ratio)
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Minimizing the number of messages maximizes throughput.
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*What is the latency overhead of the chain?*

Latency is lower with a small number of replicas.
What is the **latency overhead** of the chain?

Latency is lower with a small number of replicas.

Only starts being a problem with >7 replicas.
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How much do local reads improve on the performance?

- Reading through the chain is slow
- Performance increases drastically with % of reads
- Latency overhead is minimal

Chart showing average latency (ms) vs throughput (1000 ops/s) for different read percentages and EPaxos-NoDeps 100%.
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Performance increases with number of replicas
~1300 with 3 replicas
~1600 with 7 replicas
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Is ChainPaxos adequate to be used in a practical setting?

ChainPaxos’ linearizable reads show better performance
Nearly match performance of weakly-consistent Zab reads
With minimal latency overhead

Evaluation: Results
Recap: ChainPaxos

Novel consensus algorithm:

- **Combining** the best properties of Multi-Paxos and Chain Replication
  - Correction in an **asynchronous network**
  - **Constant** message complexity

- Going beyond existing solutions:
  - **Maximizing throughput** of both read and write operations
  - Providing **local linearizable reads** in any replica
  - **Integrated reconfiguration** and fault-tolerance
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